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THE MOBITEC 
SPIRIT
Together we create moments of 
well-being since 1990!

Precious moments with friends or 
family around the dining table. An 
inspiring seminar. A gourmet break in 
your favourite restaurant. We contrib-
ute to all these moments of well-being 
by developing high-quality seating 
and tables designed for your comfort 
and adapted to the atmosphere of the 
place.

“From the outset, people have been 
at the heart of Mobitec. We consider 
well-being at every link in the chain: 
for our customers, of course, but also 
for our teams, our partners and our 
suppliers.”

Anne Rom & Marie Claeys
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we are 
Based in Eupen in Belgium, Mobitec is a brand of high-quality chairs 

and tables founded in 1990. 

Our specialty? 
Designing and manufacturing ultra-customized models that can be 

fully configured to suit the desired atmosphere and meet your specific 

needs. Whatever your project, Mobitec gives you the power of choice! 

We design a variety of collections in styles that are suitable for all  

interiors, whether classic or inspired by the latest trends.

High quality in all respect 
We also know and take into account the specific requirements of your 

specialized sector: restaurants, hotels, offices, healthcare, etc.

Tables and seating adapted to your wishes and needs

Our label stands for quality, authenticity and durability.  

Seating comfort is our priority!
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Continuity 
Continuing on our path with respect for our 

history.

Respect 
Acting in a benevolent way towards the world 

that is our home

and the people around us.

Originality
Daring to think outside the box.

Familly
Cultivating family values. 

Trust
To trust and be worthy of the trust placed in 

us in order to grow.

VALUES
OUR

1. Family-owned company
Active in the market for over 30 years.  3rd 

generation.

2. Reliability
In our commitments, in our quality, in our de-

livery times and in our services.

3. Design Made in Belgium
Timeless, modern, innovative and original 

design.

4. European production
We produce in Poland, where we have found 

our answers to quality and expertise.

5. Wide range of products
We design complete product families. A giv-

en model can be offered with different types 

of legs and armrests, several seat heights, 

etc.

6. Ultra-customisation
Each product is configured according to your 

needs or desires thanks to our wide range of 

finishings.

12 REASONS TO 

CHOOSE MOBITEC
7. Production from A to Z
From the purchase of raw materials to the 

final delivery, we manage every step of the 

purchasing, production and delivery process.

8. No stock, production to order
We have no stock; we produce items to or-

der. In addition, there is no minimum quantity 

requirement.

9. Excellent value for money
With us, you always pay for the product, not 

the brand!

10. Unparalleled seating comfort
Regardless of the model, seating comfort is 

and remains our starting point, our hallmark.

11. Controlled and optimized delivery time
Our standard delivery time is 6 to 8 weeks 

(except in exceptional circumstances, of 

course).

12. Guaranteed durability and very low af-
ter-sales rate
Our products are designed and produced to 

last.  Our after-sales rate is more than satis-

factory for the sector and we are constantly 

working to lower it.
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Does your project not fit into any of the 

boxes? Good thing we don’t either... Our 

collections cover all styles: classic, con-

temporary, Scandinavian, retro, rustic, and 

more.

Our customisation options allow you to 

refine the final result to the fullest extent. 

You can even send us your choice of cov-

ering to be fitted to your seats!

In recent years, our products have found 

a home in a football stadium, the pop-up 

store of a clothing and shoe brand, an old 

church converted into a theatre and the 

coffee corner of a large cinema, among 

others.

Whether big or small, tell us about your 

projects! We will be delighted to help you 

bring them to life.

PROJECTS
SOLUTIONS FOR  

ALL YOUR Eupen, Belgium
Our showroom is located in the heart of 

our headquarters. It is of course acces-

sible to our business customers, but also 

to any consumer looking for advice and 

inspiration.

Haus Aussel, Germany
Since 2020, we have been presenting 

our collections in an exceptional location, 

ideally situated in the well-known furni-

ture industry region of Rheda-Wieden-

brück.

Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
Located in the DWI building, our 

permanent stand is open every Monday 

or by appointment.

Ans Belgium
Discover our feel at home solutions for 

the OFFICE sector in a real-life situation 

at BRAINSTORMING’s facilities.

Across Europe
If you are unable to visit us in our 

showrooms, we will visit you with our 

mobile showroom, a real experience 

worth seeing!

The Mobitec showrooms comprise more 

than 1,500m2 of exhibition space 

dedicated to our world and our products. 

We look forward to seeing you there to 

discover, test and examine our 

collections and coverings in detail.

MEET
US
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HORECA 
SOLUTIONS
It goes without saying that customers 

come to your place to have a good 

time. This entails finding comfortable 

and quality furniture so that they can 

prolong their enjoyment. You must 

also attach importance to the solidity 

and quality of the furniture, so that it 

does not have to be replaced rapidly.

We offer many collections that will 

perfectly meet the specific needs of 

the restaurant sector.

Our strengths? Style, comfort, quality 

and freedom of choice in the finishes 

and materials.
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MARGAUX

CONTRACT PARTNER : KAJA
RESTAURANT WEESHUYS

BT Geertruidenberg - Holland

MARGAUX
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MOODS

CONTRACT PARTNER : DE AREND
RESTAURANT VIGOR

EH Vught - Holland

MOODS
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS SOFT & SODA  LENA  KALI

CONTRACT PARTNER : SYMPHONIC 
RESTAURANT BULLINARIUM

Burgenland - Austria

SOFT & SODA
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LENA

PRODUCTS SOFT & SODA  LENA  KALI

CONTRACT PARTNER : SYMPHONIC 
RESTAURANT BULLINARIUM

Burgenland - Austria

KALI
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS SHANNA 

CONTRACT PARTNER : 7
LA LIGNIÈRE

Liège - Belgium

SHANNA
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HORECA SOLUTIONS
         

PRODUCTS MOODS  MARGAUX

CONTRACT PARTNER : TENBRICK
CROWN PLAZA

Düsseldorf - Germany

MOODS

MARGAUX
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS PAMP  CHEESE  GECKO

CONTRACT PARTNER : ZIEFLE KOCH
HOTEL CONCORDE

Donaueschingen - Germany

PAMP

GECKO

GECKO CHEESE
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS LENA

CONTRACT PARTNER : AHA
CAFÉ CONFISERIE OBERWEIS

Luxembourg

LENA
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS ROB

CONTRACT PARTNER : JEEBEE
LA FERME DES LOUPS

Trooz - Belgium

ROB
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS TORO   SOFT & SODA

CONTRACT PARTNER : TMC
GEMEENTE GOES

Goes - Holland

TORO

SOFT & SODA

33
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS ENORA

CONTRACT PARTNER : KANNE GROUP
WILHELM & ALEXANDER

Berlin - Germany

ENORA
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HORECA SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MOODS  PAMP  LENA  MARGAUX  PURE

CONTRACT PARTNER : ZIEFLE KOCH
SYMPATHIE HOTEL

Bad Kreuznach - Germany

PAMP

MOODS
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MOODS

PRODUCTS MOODS  PAMP  LENA  MARGAUX  PURE

CONTRACT PARTNER : ZIEFLE KOCH
SYMPATHIE HOTEL

Bad Kreuznach - Germany

LENA
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OFFICE 
SOLUTIONS
We usually spend more time at the 

office than at home on a given day. 

So it is important to feel good in our 

work environment. Creating a cosy 

and comfortable office for your em-

ployees has a considerable impact 

on their motivation and productivity.
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OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS ROB  BOLERO  TRIBU  MOODS  LENA  BARCELONA 
 SOFT&SODA  PAMP  DOTS  MALAGA  TORO

BRAINSTORMING

Ans - Belgium

MOODS TRIBU

ROB BARCELONA  TRIBU
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MOODS TRIBU

PRODUCTS ROB  BOLERO  TRIBU  MOODS  LENA  BARCELONA 
 SOFT&SODA  PAMP  DOTS  MALAGA  TORO

BRAINSTORMING

Ans - Belgium

PAMP SOFT & SODA

TORO TRIBU
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OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS ROB  MOODS

CONTRACT PARTNER : BEDIMO
NOTAIRE DE WINTER

Marchienne-au-Pont - Belgium

MOODS

ROB
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OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MOODS

CONTRACT PARTNER : EURODESK
EURODESK

Utrecht - The Netherlands

MOODS
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OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS GECKO

MIYSIS

Juprelle - Belgium

GECKO
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PRODUCTS MOODS  PAMP

CONTRACT PARTNER : BEDIMO
TANDEM CAPITAL ADVISORS

Bruxelles - Belgium

OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PAMP

MOODS
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OFFICE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MOODS

CONTRACT PARTNER : UP KANTOORINRICHTING 
MENKEN ORLANDO 

Hazerswoude - Holland

MOODS
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HEALTHCARE
SOLUTIONS
Young and old can appreciate the 

beauty of a designer chair or armchair, 

especially when look and comfort 

are perfectly combined! Let’s take a 

closer look at Mobitecare, a furniture

collection specially developed to 

meet the specific needs of the 

health industry, and nursing homes

in particular.
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HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MAYA  SAPPHO   EMELINE

CONTRACT PARTNER : DOLS
RESIDENTIE VROENHOF

Holland

EMELINE & MAYA

SAPPHO

EMELINE
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HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS MOODS  SOFT & SODA

CONTRACT PARTNER : UNE CHAISE SUR LE TOIT
L’ESSENTIEL

Namur - Belgium

SOFT & SODA

MOODS
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www.mobitec.be


